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1

Overview

This software package is intended for users who are 1) installing the Eclipse 3 or Eclipse 2 product for
the first time, 2) upgrading from Eclipse 2 to the Eclipse 3 product or 3) upgrading only Eclipse 2
software. This software package provides a loadable X server ddx module, 32 and 64 bit drivers and
associated configuration files.
Peritek’s Eclipse-3 board provides single channel display output via Peritek’s Borealis graphics chip
set. Peritek’s Eclipse-2 board provides single channel display output via Number Nine’s I128 graphics
chip set.
Multiple Eclipse-2 and Eclipse-3 boards may be installed per cpu supporting single display, multiple
screen applications including Sun’s Xinerama.
Both Eclipse-2 and Eclipse-3 provide full screen console emulation along with a 128 bit accelerated
graphics engine supporting Sun’s X-Window server with OpenWindows and CDE.

1.1

Platform Support

Eclipse 3 provides a migration path for users of the original Eclipse and Eclipse-2 products while also
providing enhanced platform support, performance and functionality. Table 1 provides an architectural
and functional comparison of the three products.

Eclipse

Eclipse
2

OS
Support

64 bit
support

CPU Support

Graphics
Chipset

Video Type/
Resolution

Keyboard
support

Solaris
2.5.1, 2.6,
2.7, 2.8

Yes

Force CPU-50, 54
Themis 1v,2v,3v
Sun CP1400,
CP1500

Alliance
Semiconductor
AT3D/AT25

Local - Sun type 4/5

Solaris
2.6, 2.7,
2.8

Yes

Force CPU-50, 54

Number 9
I128

640x480,800x600,1
152x864,
1280x1024
Composite,
Separate Sync
640x480,800x600,1
024x768,
1152x864,
1152x900,
1280x1024
Composite, SOG,
Separate Sync
640x480,800x600,
1024x768,
1152x864,
1152x900,
1280x1024,
1600x1200,
1920x1200
Composite, SOG,
Separate Sync

Themis 1v,2v,3v
Sun CP1400,
CP1500

Eclipse
3

Solaris
2.6, 2.7, 2.8

Yes

Force CPU-50, 54
Themis 1v,2v,3v
Sun CP1400,
CP1500, CP2XXX
Momentum
Leopard series

Peritek’s
Borealis

Table 1 - Eclipse/Eclipse-2/Eclipse-3 Comparison
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CPU based - Sun
type 4/5, PS/2
CPU based - Sun
type 4/5, PS/2

CPU based - Sun
type 4/5, PS/2, USB

1.2

Getting help

This installation manual gives specific steps to install Eclipse software. There are, however, variables
specific to your computer’s configuration that this manual does not address. Normally, the default values
given in this manual will work. If you have trouble installing or configuring your system, contact Peritek
technical support at
Main Number: (858) 689-7150 Fax Number: (858) 689-7156
E-mail: support@peritek.com

1.3

Using this manual

This manual is designed to be read in order. The majority of users who are installing a the Eclipse-2/3,
hereafter referred to Eclipse, will simply need to follow Chapters 1 through 6. Common problems you
may encounter are outlined in Chapter 7. The detailed Table of Contents should allow you to find the
information relevant to your system quickly, and a Bibliography contains references both to books and
to documents on web-sites that contain more information about the X Window system and about
Peritek hardware and software.
Different fonts are used throughout this manual as follows:
Bold face type (like this) indicates a special name within running text, such as a command
name, file name or company name.
Plain fixed width text (like this) indicates a text in an ASCII
configuration file or script, or text as it is typed or displayed on a
command line.

Italic type (like this) is used in the usual way, for documents titles and for emphasis.
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2

Hardware Installation

Installation of the Eclipse may occur either before or after the loading of the Solaris operating system.
The Eclipse performs the function of a console boot device and may therefore be used to install the
Solaris Operating System even though the Eclipse Solaris software has not been installed. Eclipse
software must be installed to activate the X-Windows feature.
Although we recommend installing the Eclipse board into the first PMC, CPCI or PCI slot, you may
install it into any available slot. Follow basic grounding and anti-static precautions during the installation
of the hardware. Please refer to section 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3 below depending on which Peritek product you
are installing.
Important !
Prior to installing the Eclipse board, please insure that a system keyboard is plugged into the cpu board.
Should a keyboard not be installed, Eclipse cannot function as a console device.

2.1

Installing the Eclipse PMC

Place the EMI gasket provided around the front panel of the Eclipse.
With the Eclipse connectors facing the CPU, insert the Eclipse front panel into the CPU’s front
panel PMC opening.
Align the Eclipse connectors with the connectors on the CPU.
Important ! Press down gently only directly above the connectors which plug into the cpu. If it is
ever necessary to remove the Eclipse, pull the board off by applying pressure to the connector area
only, not in the middle of the board. These precautions are necessary in order to avoid undue
mechanical stress on the board.
Attach the Eclipse to the CPU with the four screws provided.
For Eclipse-2 users, attach the video adapter cable provided to the Eclipse-2. Secure the cable via
the jack screws. Attach the monitor cable to the Eclipse-2 adapter cable.
For Eclipse-3 users, attach the cable directly to the Eclipse-3 front panel connector.
Power on the CPU. You will have a blank screen for about one minute. As soon as the CPU finds
the Eclipse, console messages will begin appearing.
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2.2

Installing Eclipse CPCI

Important! For Eclipse-2 users: the board should always be handled by the carrier board, not
the smaller PMC module. When applying pressure to insert the board into the chassis, always apply
pressure by using the ejector ears, not on the board itself. These precautions are necessary in order
to avoid undue mechanical stress on the board.
Align the Eclipse board with the chassis card guides.
Slowly push the Eclipse into the chassis, insuring that the CPCI connector properly mates with the
chassis backplane.
Using the Eclipse CPCI ejector ears, seat the board firmly into the chassis.
Attach the Eclipse to the chassis with the two screws located on the ejector ears.
For Eclipse-2 users, attach the video adapter cable provided to the Eclipse-2. Secure the cable via
the jack screws. Attach the monitor cable to the Eclipse-2 adapter cable.
For Eclipse-3 users, attach the cable directly to the Eclipse-3 front panel connector
Power on the CPU. You will have a blank screen for about one minute. As soon as the CPU finds
the Eclipse, console messages will begin appearing.
Important ! For Eclipse-2 users: if it is ever necessary to remove the Eclipse-2 from the CPCI
carrier board, pull the board off by applying pressure to the connector area only, not in the middle
of the board. When re-installing, press down gently only directly above the connectors which plug
into the cpu. These precautions are necessary in order to avoid undue mechanical stress on the
board.

2.3

Installing Eclipse PCI

Align the Eclipse board with the motherboard PCI connector
Slowly push the Eclipse into the chassis, insuring that the PCI connector properly mates with the
motherboard connector
Attach the Eclipse to the chassis with the screw located on the top of the front panel.
Attach the cable directly to the Eclipse front panel connector
Power on the CPU. You will have a blank screen for about one minute. As soon as the CPU finds
the Eclipse, console messages will begin appearing.
Should console messages not appear, the most likely cause is that console input and output is being
directed through the cpu’s serial port (ttya). Should this be the case, connect a serial terminal and
proceed to section 3 Configuring the Eclipse as a Console Device. If you continue to have
problems, please refer to Chapter 7, Installation Problems and Solutions.
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3

Configuring the Eclipse as a Console Device

Eclipse has the capability to function as a console device via embedded OpenBoot Fcode firmware
which resides in each Eclipse board. Eclipse defaults to 1152x864@60hz, 8 bits per pixel with
separate horizontal and vertical sync signals.
The default console screen for Eclipse-3 is black text on a white background. The default console
screen for Eclipse-2 is a white text on a black background. Both products support reverse video
options from the default.
Should you wish to use default setting for Eclipse, you may skip this section. If you wish to use features
other than the default, please proceed as follows:
Halt the cpu until the OpenBoot prompt (ok) appears.
Disable the cpu from automatically booting until the configuration process is completed
ok setenv auto-boot? false

Set the OpenBoot input and output devices to recognize Eclipse.
ok setenv
ok setenv

3.1

input-device keyboard
output-device screen

Using nvedit to select Console Resolution

Section 3.2 below, makes use of the OpenBoot nvedit utility. After invoking nvedit, the following key
sequence will be needed to successfully complete this section:
Ctrl-N
Ctrl-P
Ctrl-A
Ctrl-L
Ctrl-K
Ctrl-C

Go to the next line
Go to the previous line
Go to the beginning of a line
List the entire contents
Deletes a line
Exits the editor

Hitting the <Enter> key while in nvedit causes a new empty line to be inserted in the nvramrc.
Some processor boards (e.g., the Themis UltraSparcII) may require the following to be added as the
last line of the nvramrc.
probe-all install-console banner

in order for any changes that have been made in nvram to take effect.
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3.2

Setting the Console Resolution

The default console resolution of the Eclipse is 1152x864@ 60hz. The Eclipse is capable of supporting
additional console mode resolutions as shown in Table 2 below:
Index

Resolution

0
1
2*
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
a
b
c**
d**

1024x768 @60 Hz
1024x768 @75 Hz
1152x864 @60 Hz
1152x864 @75 Hz
1280x1024 @60 Hz
1280x1024 @75 Hz
800x600 @60 Hz
800x600 @75 Hz
640x480@60 Hz
640x480@75 Hz
1152x900@60 Hz
1152x900 @75 Hz
1600x1200@60 Hz
1920x1200 @60 Hz

Table 2 - Eclipse Console Resolutions
* - default ** - Not supported by Eclipse-2

To select a console resolution other than the default, 1152x864@60hz, please perform the following
sequence. If the default is desired, you may proceed to the next section.
Important!
Use the desired index value from Table 2 (e.g, 6 as the index value for 800x600@60hz) in place of the
word index in the second line below:
ok
0:
1:
ok

nvedit
index constant eclipse3-console-mode
^C
nvstore

Important! For backward compatibility with the Eclipse-2 product, the syntax of eclipse2console-mode will be recognized by the Eclipse-3 product. Eclipse-2 users must use
eclipse2-console-mode.
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3.3

Setting the Sync Output Signal

The default sync signal output type of Eclipse is separate, positive polarity. Eclipse is capable of
generating additional sync output signals as shown in Table 3 below:
Index

Sync Type

0*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Separate, H pos, V pos
Separate, H pos, V neg
Separate, H neg, V pos
Separate, H neg, V neg
Composite, negative
Reserved
Sync on Green
Sync on Green, no pedestal

Table 3 - Eclipse Sync Output Types
*- default

To select a sync output type other than the default, separate positive H and V, please perform the
following sequence. If the default is desired, you may proceed to the next section.
Important!
Use the desired index value from Table 3 (e.g, 4 as the index value for composite, negative) in place of
the word index in the second line below

ok
0:
1:
2:
ok

nvedit
6 constant eclipse3-console-mode
index constant eclipse3-console-sync
^C
nvstore

Important! For backward compatibility with the Eclipse-2 product, the syntax of eclipse2console-sync will be recognized by the Eclipse-3 product. Eclipse-2 users must use
eclipse2-console-sync.
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3.4

Selecting Console background and text color

By default, the Eclipse-3 console mode supports black text on a white background. Eclipse-3 also
supports reverse video and may be selected as follows:
ok
0:
1:
2:
2:
ok

nvedit
6 constant eclipse3-console-mode
4 constant eclipse3-console-sync
1 constant eclipse3-console-background
^C
nvstore

Should you wish to use the default of black text on a white background, then no entry is necessary.
Important! Eclipse-2 defaults to white text on a black background. The nvram entry of
“1 constant eclipse2-console-background” selects reverse video. This is opposite from the
Eclipse-3 product.

3.5

Activating Eclipse Console Mode Features

To display the nvramrc contents, type:
ok printenv nvramrc
0: 6 constant eclipse3-console-mode
1: 4 constant eclipse3-console-sync

Remember, your index selections could be different from the example above.
Direct OpenBoot to use the information contained within nvram
ok setenv use-nvramrc? true

Reset the cpu for the changes to take effect:
ok reset

If the Solaris operating system has already been installed, boot the system in preparation for installation
of the Eclipse software. Note: Solaris 2.6 is only a 32 bit kernel. Solaris 2.7 and 2.8 provide both 32
and 64 bit kernels.
To boot 32 bit kernels, enter:
ok boot kernel/unix
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To boot 64 bit kernels, enter:
ok boot

If you need to install the Solaris operating system, insert the Solaris cdrom and boot the system
ok boot cdrom

Complete the Solaris installation by following the instructions provided by the SunInstall utility.
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4

Software Installation

This software package is compatible with Solaris 2.6, Solaris 7 and Solaris 8 and supports both the
Eclipse-2 and Eclipse-3 products simultaneously.

4.1

Preparation

Important !
For those users replacing their Eclipse-2 board with an Eclipse-3, you must complete the following
before proceeding with this installation. Those simply upgrading their software or installing an Eclipse
product for the first time may skip this section and proceed to section 4.2.
If using the Eclipse-2 Xvgp server version:
# pkgrm MEGKecl2

If using the Eclipse-2 ddx server version:
# pkgrm PRTKecl2

Remove all occurrences of devices vfx* from /dev/fbs and /dev
#
#
#
#

cd
rm
cd
rm

/dev/fbs
-i vfx*
/dev
-i vfx*

Edit the file /etc/path_to_inst and remove all lines which contain the string vfx.
Reboot and reconfigure the system
# sync
# halt
ok boot -r

4.2

Installation

Installation of this software requires the user be logged in as the root user.
Software may be installed off of CDROM or from a tar file.
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If installing from a CDROM, insert the CDROM labeled Eclipse Solaris ddx Release 2.2 into the
CDROM drive, and perform the following:
# pkgadd -d /cdrom/eclipse3_ddx

If installing from a tar file, insure that the tar file (ecl3ddx.tar) resides in /var/spool/pkg then perform the
following:
# tar xvf ecl3ddx.tar
# pkgadd PRTKecl3

The System will respond with the following:
Processing package instance <PRTKecl3> from </var/spool/pkg>
ddx module and driver for Peritek Eclipse3/Eclipse2 PMC graphics card(sparc) 2.2
NOTICES
PLEASE READ THESE TERMS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT.

I.

GENERAL NOTICE OF PROPER USE

By using this software, you agree to be bound by these terms and to comply
with all applicable laws and regulations, including U.S. export and re-export
control laws and regulations. If you do not agree to these terms, do not use
this product.
This software is provided by Peritek Corporation ("Peritek") and intended
for use only with Peritek hardware products such as the Eclipse2, VCQ-M,
VFX-M, and Eclipse3. Any direct use or modification of Peritek software for
use with non-Peritek hardware is expressly forbidden and may result in legal
action by Peritek Corporation against the user.
Any source code that is supplied is for informational purposes only and is
limited to driver and configuration files necessary to rebuild a driver for
a new operating system configuration and may be used only for that purpose.
In summary, permission to use the software is granted provided you do not:
a) modify the software;
b) remove any copyright and other proprietary notices contained in the
software; or
c) decompile, reverse engineer or disassemble any software except and only
to the extent permitted by applicable law.

II.

LIFE SUPPORT POLICY

PERITEK PRODUCTS (BOTH HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE) ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS
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CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT DEVICES OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS
WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT PERITEK CORPORATION.
As used herein:
1. Life support devices or systems are devices or systems which,
(a) are intended for surgical implant into the body, or
(b) support or sustain life, and whose failure to perform when properly
used in accordance with instructions for use provided in the
labeling, can be reasonably expected to result in a significant
injury to the user.
2. A critical component is any component of a life support device or system
whose failure to perform can be reasonably expected to cause the failure
of the life support device or system, or to affect its safety or
effectiveness.

III.

RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND

Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions
as set forth in in applicable laws and regulations, including subparagraph
(c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at
DFARS 52.227-7013 and in similar clauses in the FAR and NASA FAR Supplement.
The software provided by Peritek are provided with "RESTRICTED RIGHTS." Use
by the Government constitutes acknowledgment of Peritek's proprietary rights
in them. Export outside the United States of America may be restricted and
may require an export license under applicable statutes and regulations of
the United States of America.

IV.

DISCLAIMER CONCERNING ERRORS, ACCURACY, AND MERCHANTABILITY

THE SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTS SUPPLIED COULD INCLUDE TECHNICAL INACCURACIES OR
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. CHANGES ARE REGULARLY MADE TO THE INFORMATION CONTAINED
IN THE SOFTWARE AND/OR DOCUMENTS AND CHANGES MAY OR MAY NOT BE INCLUDED IN
FUTURE EDITIONS. PERITEK CORPORATION AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS MAY MAKE
IMPROVEMENTS AND/OR CHANGES IN THE PRODUCTS(S), PROCESS(ES), TECHNOLOGY,
DESCRIPTION(S), AND/OR PROGRAM(S) AT ANY TIME.
PRODUCTS SUPPLIED BY PERITEK ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT POSSIBLE PURSUANT TO
APPLICABLE LAW, PERITEK HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL PERITEK CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER,
(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE LOSS OF USE, DATA
OR PROFITS), ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH, OR IN CONTEMPLATION OF
THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF PERITEK PRODUCTS, EVEN IF PERITEK HAS BEEN ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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Except to the extent covered by Peritek's Standard Warranty Statement,
Peritek does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of its hardware,
software and/or documentation or any information contained therein. Peritek
may remove, replace or modify its products and/or documentation at any time
without notice and makes no commitment to update the materials.

V.

COPYRIGHT NOTICES

The software provided herein is copyrighted and any unauthorized use may
violate copyright, trademark and other laws. All trademarks, service marks,
and trade names appearing in this software are proprietary to Peritek
Corporation or other respective owners.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring by implication,
estoppel or otherwise any license or right under any patent, trademark, trade
secret of Peritek or any third party. Except as expressly provided in this
document, nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring any
license or right under any Peritek copyright. Software materials may not be
downloaded unless you agree to the terms provided herein.

This software may contain elements provided by Peritek Corporation, Sun
Microsystems, and/or The Open Group. The following declarations are intended
to cover these organizations.
Note: NO SOURCE THAT IS REFERRED TO IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING NOTICES CAN OR
WILL BE PROVIDED BY PERITEK CORPORATION TO ANY THIRD PARTY. Some of it may be
obtained from the x.org or other web pages. The source that is available on
the x.org web page has been substantially modified by Peritek Corporation and
IS NOT available under any circumstances.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Copyright (c) 1983-2000 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved
Copyright (c). 2000 Peritek Corporation. All rights reserved.
This material contains trade secret proprietary information
belonging to Peritek Corporation.
Copyright (c) 2000 The Open Group. All rights reserved
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Special Copyright Declaration Pertaining to Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2000, Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Sun considers its source code as an unpublished, proprietary trade secret,
and it is available only under strict license provisions. This copyright
notice is placed here only to protect Sun in the event the source is deemed
a published work. Disassembly, decompilation, or other means of reducing the
object code to human readable form is prohibited by the license agreement
under which this code is provided to the user or company in possession of
this copy.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Special Copyright Declaration Pertaining to The Open Group, original provider
of the X Window System software from which the Peritek software was derived.
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COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE
Copyright (c) 1999,2000 Compaq Computer Corporation
Copyright (c) 1999,2000 Hewlett-Packard Company
Copyright (c) 1999,2000 IBM Corporation
Copyright (c) 1999,2000 Hummingbird Communications Ltd.
Copyright (c) 1999,2000 Silicon Graphics, Inc.
Copyright (c) 1999,2000 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Copyright (c) 1999,2000 The Open Group
All rights reserved.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the
Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear
in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR
ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not
be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other
dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the
copyright holder.
X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group
This package will install
a 32-bit driver for 32-bit kernel Solaris systems
a 64-bit driver for 64-bit kernel Solaris systems
Using </opt/PRTKecl3> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
The following files are already installed on the system and are being
used by another package:
/usr/dt/config/Xservers
Do you want to install these conflicting files [y,n,?,q] y
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.
This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.
Do you want to continue with the installation of <PRTKecl3> [y,n,?] y
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Installing ddx module and driver for Peritek Eclipse2 PMC graphics card as
<PRTKecl3>
## Executing preinstall script.
Saving previous Xservers file to /usr/dt/config/Xservers.before_Peritek
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/opt/PRTKecl3/2.2b15
/opt/PRTKecl3/doc/ecl3ddx_pkg.doc
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/Makefile
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/README
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/add_vfxm
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/megatek.h
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/pciio.h
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/vfxm.2.6
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/vfxm.2.8
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/vfxm.c
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/vfxm.conf
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/vfxmio.h
/opt/PRTKecl3/drv/solaris-sparc/pk_vfxm/vfxmreg.h
/usr/dt/config/Xservers
/usr/openwin/server/etc/OWconfig.ecl3
/usr/openwin/server/modules/ddxPRTKecl3.so.1
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
REBOOT SYSTEM to start X server on Eclipse 3/Eclipse 2 PMC graphics card
Installation of <PRTKecl3> was successful.
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5

Configuring the X server

5.1

Configuration of X Displays and Screens

The Solaris pkgadd utility has already configured /usr/dt/config/Xservers and
/usr/openwin/server/etc/OWconfig for a single display, single screen installation. Should this be the
configuration of your installation then nothing else needs to be done.
For single display - multiple screen configurations, both the /usr/dt/config/Xservers and
/usr/openwin/server/etc/OWconfig files must be edited to choose the appropriate configuration.
Choices are activated or disabled by editing and removing or inserting, respectively, the comment (#)
symbol from the appropriate line(s) contained with the Xservers and OWconfig files . For proper
operation, only one choice within a file may be activated at a time.
The Xservers file contains three choices. Edit and remove the comment symbol (#) from the
appropriate line. Please note that the third choice allows you to configure two Eclipse board so that the
cursor moves vertically between displays.
Edit the OWconfig file and remove the comment symbol (#) for all of the lines that correspond to the
“choice” number selected in the Xservers file.
If you are using other graphics boards besides the Eclipse in the system, or wish to set up several X
server “displays” (a display consists of one or more screens under the control of a single keyboard and
mouse), please contact Peritek for assistance.

5.2

Executing the Server in 16, 24 and 32 Bit Per Pixel Mode

Eclipse is capable of supporting 8, 16, 24 and 32 bits per pixel. Eclipse uses a default mode of 8 bits
Should you wish to execute in 16, 24 or 32 bit mode, change the option, defdepth bpp, to the entry
which is selected in /usr/dt/config/Xservers as shown below:
Note that bpp may be 8, 16, 24 or 32
:0 Local local /usr/openwin/lib/xdm/StartOW :0 -dev /dev/vfx0 defdepth 16
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5.3

Selecting X-Window Screen Resolutions and Sync Output Signal

Each X-Window Screen, or physical display, must have a frequency and resolution along with a sync
output signal specified. This selection is contained within the file /kernel/drv/vfxm.conf.
X-screens 0 and 1 are specified via indices from Table 2 entered from left to right, respectively, with
the first one being the console device as follows:
defaultres=2,2;
defaultsync=0,0;

Note: The console device frequency, resolution and sync output signal type used during the boot
process are selected by entries in nvram. If these entries are omitted from nvram, then the defaults are
used. Please refer to Chapter 3, Configuring the Eclipse as a Console Device.
Should you wish to retain the settings used by the boot process throughout your windows session, then
enter a “-1” for the appropriate X-screen as follows:
defaultres=-1,-1;
defaultsync=-1,-1;

Should you wish to select a resolution for your windows session which differs from console mode, then
enter the appropriate index for the desired X-screen as follows:
defaultres=5,2;
defaultsync=4,2;

The above example will set the resolution and frequency of X-screen 0 to 1280x1024@75 Hz (index 5
from Table 2) and a composite sync output signal (index 4 from Table 3) regardless of the console
mode settings.
Important! /kernel/drv/vfxm.conf entries of a, b and c must be entered as 0xa, 0xb and 0xc,
respectively.
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6

Running the X server

The Xsun server can either be started by individual users or started by the operating system at boot-up
and controlled by the login process via CDE (Common Desktop Environment) or OpenWindows.
Important! We recommend that you use the Common Desktop Environment because our installation,
for single board Eclipse configurations, will automatically setup CDE for you.
To determine if CDE and/or OpenWindows are installed on your system, please check for the following
directory structures:
CDE - /usr/dt/bin, /usr/dt/config
OpenWindows - /usr/openwin/lib, /usr/openwin/bin
If the sections that follow, combined with your system documentation, are not enough to get you started,
please contact Peritek for assistance.

6.1

Common Desktop Environment (CDE) configuration

You can have your workstation start the X server through the Common Desktop Environment, CDE, to
provide a login prompt on the graphics display after the workstation boots.
As part of the Eclipse software installation process, a file to control the CDE startup configuration,
Xservers , has already been placed in /usr/dt/config.
To enable CDE to start as part of the boot process, enter:
# /usr/dt/bin/dtconfig -e

To disable CDE from starting automatically as part of the boot process, enter:
# /usr/dt/bin/dtconfig -d
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6.2

Command line start-up

Although you may start the server directly from the command line as shown below, CDE is the
preferable method as described in the next section.
The Xsun server may be started from the command line via OpenWindows as follows:
# /usr/openwin/bin/openwin &

Should you wish to start Xsun during system bootup, you must create a script file, e.g. S99Peritek.sh
and place it in /etc/rc3.d. The following is a basic example of this script
#!/bin/sh
#/etc/rc3.d/S99Peritek example to start server, xterm and
#OpenLook window manager
DISPLAY=system_name:0
export DISPLAY
/usr/openwin/bin/Xsun :0 –dev /dev/vfx0 &
/usr/openwin/bin/xterm &
/usr/openwin/bin/olwm &

where system_name is the name of the system where this script will be executed.
If another X display is already started, use :1 to start the server as display number 1.
The above command will cause the server to start, display a X cursor, start one xterm and the
OpenLook window manager.

6.3

Starting CDE and the Xsun server

The system is now fully configured and ready to reboot. CDE and the Xsun server will start as part of
the boot process. To start this process enter the following command sequence:
Halt the system:
# sync
# halt

Configure the system to automatically boot:
ok setenv auto-boot? true
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If you are booting Solaris 2.6 or a 32 bit Solaris 2.7 kernel:
ok boot kernel/unix -r

If you are booting a 64 bit Solaris 2.7 or 2.8 kernel:
ok boot -r

Important !
You must reboot with the ‘-r’ option. This forces the system to reconfigure all devices and will create all
of the necessary device links. Should you forget this option, the X server will attempt to start but then
abort because it cannot find the Eclipse board.
The system will now boot and a CDE login window appear. If CDE does not start, please examine the
error log file located in /var/dt/Xerrors.
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7

Installation Problems & Solutions

Should you encounter problems during the installation and configuration of your Eclipse board, carefully
review this section for solutions to the most common problems.

7.1

No display on monitor

Check for the obvious, good connection via the cable between the Eclipse and the monitor. Insure
that the monitor and cpu have power.
Check to insure that a keyboard/mouse is plugged into the cpu. Systems without a keyboard will
always send console boot information to the cpu’s serial port, not the graphics board.
Connect a serial cable to the cpu. From another system establish a tip connection to the cpu. Halt
the system to the OpenBoot prompt (‘ok’). Check the following environment variables and set if
required:
ok printenv input-device
keyboard
ok printenv output-device
screen

If input-device and output-device are not set to keyboard and screen, respectively, you must set
them using the setenv command as follows:
ok setenv input-device keyboard
ok setenv output-device screen

The most common cause of problems is that these variables are set to ‘ttya’ and all console input
and output are directed to the cpu’s serial port.
Check to see if your monitor supports Eclipse default resolution of 1152x864 @ 60Hz with
separate horizontal and vertical sync as input. If it does not, then the resolution must be set in nvram
by connecting a serial cable to the cpu and establishing a tip connection. Refer to section 3,
Configuring Eclipse as a console device.
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7.2

Display does not synchronize

By default, Eclipse generates separate horizontal and vertical sync output signals. Eclipse also has the
capability to generate sync-on-green and composite sync. The same Eclipse adapter cable may be
used for all formats. Check which format your monitor supports and select the appropriate sync type as
outlined in Section 3.3, Setting the Sync Output Signal.

7.3

CDE Desktop won’t start

Should the CDE desktop report that it can’t start, please examine the contents of /var/dt/Xerrors. If
Xerrors reports that it can’t probe the Eclipse device, the most likely cause is that the device link
/dev/vfx* does not exist. List this link as follows. It should look something like this:
# ls -l /dev/vfx*
/dev/vfx0 -> ../devices/pci@1f,0/pci@2,1/PERITEK,ecl3@vfxm_0

Should the device links not exist, reboot the kernel with the ‘-r’ option.

7.4

System boots but CDE won’t start

You must tell Solaris that you want CDE to start as part of the boot process. Do this with the following
command:
# /usr/dt/bin/dtconfig -e

Please refer to Section 6, Running the X server.
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8

Testing the server with xdpyinfo

To see if your Eclipse board is working, you can query it from another machine which is capable of
running X clients(where Target-machine-IP is the IP address or name of the system with the Eclipse2 board):
% xdpyinfo

-display Target-machine-IP:0

If the server is running you will get several screens of output such as.
% xdpyinfo -display idaho:0
name of display:
idaho:0.0
version number:
11.0
vendor string:
Peritek Corporation
vendor release number:
5000
maximum request size: 262140 bytes
motion buffer size: 256
bitmap unit, bit order, padding:
32, LSBFirst, 32
image byte order:
LSBFirst
number of supported pixmap formats:
14
supported pixmap formats:
depth 1, bits_per_pixel 1, scanline_pad 32
depth 2, bits_per_pixel 4, scanline_pad 32
depth 3, bits_per_pixel 4, scanline_pad 32
....
depth 30, bits_per_pixel 32, scanline_pad 32
depth 32, bits_per_pixel 32, scanline_pad 32
keycode range:
minimum 86, maximum 251
focus: PointerRoot
number of extensions:
3
SHAPE
Multi-Buffering
MIT-SUNDRY-NONSTANDARD
default screen number:
0
number of screens:
1
screen #0:
dimensions:
1280x1024 pixels (325x260 millimeters)
resolution:
100x100 dots per inch
depths (14):
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 24, 30, 32
root window id:
0x28
depth of root window:
8 planes
number of colormaps:
minimum 1, maximum 1
default colormap:
0x26
default number of colormap cells:
256
preallocated pixels:
black 0, white 1
options:
backing-store YES, save-unders YES
current input event mask:
0x0
number of visuals:
6
default visual id: 0x23
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visual:
visual id:
0x20
class:
StaticGray
depth:
8 planes
size of colormap:
256 entries
red, green, blue masks:
0x0, 0x0, 0x0
significant bits in color specification:
.....
visual:
visual id:
0x25
class:
DirectColor
depth:
8 planes
size of colormap:
8 entries
red, green, blue masks:
0x7, 0x38, 0xc0
significant bits in color specification:
number of mono multibuffer types:
6
visual id, max buffers, depth:
0x20, 0,
visual id, max buffers, depth:
0x21, 0,
visual id, max buffers, depth:
0x22, 0,
visual id, max buffers, depth:
0x23, 0,
visual id, max buffers, depth:
0x24, 0,
visual id, max buffers, depth:
0x25, 0,
number of stereo multibuffer types:
0

8 bits

8 bits
8
8
8
8
8
8

If running xdpyinfo does not produce output similar to this, you are not talking to the board or the
server is not properly loaded and running. If xdpyinfo works, try running an X client such as xterm:
% xterm

-display Target-machine-IP:0

This should put up an xterm window on the display which is connected to the Eclipse board, and the
keyboard and mouse connected to the board should be active.
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